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Transition from static to kinetic friction in a model lubricated system
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Molecularly thin confined fluids were deformed in shear faster than structural relaxations in
response to shear could be accomplished, such that with increasing deformation the systems passed
from the rest state to sliding. The response of these systems—two atomically smooth mica sheets
separated by a fluid comprised of globularly shaped molecules@octamethylcyclotetrasiloxane#—was
studied as a function of film thickness of the fluid~from 80 to 10 Å, i.e, from;8 to ;1 molecular
dimensions!, as a function of normal pressure, and as a function of deformation rate, using a
modified surface forces apparatus. Whereas the linear response was always liquid-like provided that
the deformation rate was sufficiently slow, a ‘‘stick-slip’’ transition from the rest state to sliding was
observed when the deformation rate was large, provided that the oscillatory frequency sufficiently
exceeded the inverse intrinsic relaxation time of the confined fluid. This transition was monotonic
and reversible without hysteresis for relatively thick films but for thinner films was discontinuous
with hysteresis. For films thicker than 3 molecular layers~ML !, two length scales in deformation
were observed; the films showed nonlinear force-deformation response beginning at a deformation
amplitude of 3 Å but in general showed stick slip only when the deformation was larger than this.
The critical deformation at the point of stick slip decreased from 9 to 3 Å with increasing normal
pressure, indicating diminished plasticity of the confined structures with increasing normal pressure.
The critical film thickness of 3 ML correlates with the possibility of one rather than more slip
planes. The thinnest films under the highest compressive pressures showed moderate increase of the
viscous shear force with increasing effective sliding velocity, but in general the viscous force
reached a plateau in which force showed almost no dependence on sliding rate. In interpreting the
results in the context of friction, static friction was identified with the elastic stress at rupture and
kinetic friction was identified with the limiting maximum observed level of viscous force. After
normalizing friction and normal forces by the contact area, the static friction coefficient was found
to be 0.44 and the kinetic friction coefficient to be 0.14. In other words, as the normal pressure
increased, the elastic force needed to rupture the system increased more rapidly than the limiting
shear stress. The magnitude of the limiting shear stress increased exponentially with decreasing film
thickness with a decay length of 1 molecular dimension. This decay length correlates well with the
known exponential decay of oscillations in the static force–distance profile. The critical shear
amplitude of 3 Å, relative to the molecular dimension of'9 Å, is reminiscent of early estimates by
Frenkel of the point of instability when planes of atoms slide over one another. ©1998 American
Institute of Physics.@S0021-9606~98!52540-8#
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I. INTRODUCTION

The mechanical and rheological properties of thin lub
cating films are important not only for technological but al
for fundamental reasons.1–3 For model lubricated systems i
which simple liquids are confined between two atomica
smooth solid surfaces, the fundamental questions of re
ation mechanisms in the linear-response regime, of diss
tion mechanisms in the nonlinear-response regime, an
the transition from linear to nonlinear responses with
creasing deformation amplitude, leave their place to tech
logical interest when one recalls that the peak stress in

a!Electronic mail: sgranick@uiuc.edu
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linear-response regime can be identified with the static f
tion and the nonlinear-response regime can be identified w
the sliding~kinetic! friction.

In 1686, Newton introduced a linear relationship4 to de-
scribe the resistance of fluid flow to the rate of deformatio
s5hġ, wheres is the viscous shear stress,ġ is the shear
rate, and the proportionality constanth is the viscosity of the
fluid, a number that is constant at constant temperature
pressure. This linear relationship holds at low deformat
amplitudes, but is not expected to hold for all shear rat
otherwise, the viscous shear stress could increase wit
limit, an implication that lacks physical sense. At sufficien
large shear rates, nonlinear responses~so called non-
Newtonian flows! set in and the viscosity becomes a functi
of the shear rate. The viscosity decreases with increa
9 © 1998 American Institute of Physics
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shear rate following an apparent power law behavior,h
;ġ2a(0,a,1). Otherwise stated, the shear stress~s! lev-
els off ass;ġ12a ~Refs. 5–7!. It was initially observed that
a'2/3 for molecularly thin films5 but later experiments soo
found that a→1 with further increases of the slidin
velocity.8,9 When a51, the viscous stress ceases to sh
dependence on the shear rate. The exponent itself thus
pends on shear rate, and it is now apparent that power
behavior holds over only a limited range of shear rate.

Nonlinear responses occur when the shear rateġ exceeds
the inverse of the longest structural relaxation timet of the
fluid. In such a case, the fluid is deformed more rapidly th
it can relax and the observed response arises from dr
nonequilibrium structures in the fluid. The origin of the
structures differs significantly from one system to the oth
The distortion might be intramolecular as in the case of lo
flexible chains: Equilibrium Gaussian chains can beco
highly stretched under large amplitude shear.5 Orientational
effects are observed for rigid rod-like molecules and m
crophase separated block copolymers.10 In case of simple
fluids, it is the distortion of the fluid structure that gives ri
to nonlinear behavior.11 The importance of slip for flow in
the bulk has been emphasized in polymer rheology12,13 and
for confined films based on molecular dynamics sim
lations.14

The nonlinear response is easiest to observe experim
tally in systems having sluggish relaxation times. Such s
tems show deviations from linearity at experimentally acc
sible shear rates, such as polymer melts,5,12,13 microphase-
separated block copolymers,15–18 worm-like micelles,18,19

supercooled liquids,20 fluids under high pressure,7 and vari-
ous other concentrated systems including polymer solutio5

colloidal suspensions,21 and foams.22 The relaxation times of
simple liquids in the bulk are of the order of picoseconds a
the observation of the onset of nonlinear response is diffi
because high shear rates, of the order of 1012 s21, are re-
quired. When simple liquids are confined down to molecu
dimensions between two solid surfaces, the relaxation t
of molecules increase by orders of magnitude8,23,24 and the
nonlinear response sets in at significantly lower shear ra
Large strains and shear rates are also easily reached be
of very small film thickness~less than 100 Å!.25

Friction and boundary lubrication depend significan
on the film thickness of the lubricant~surface separation! and
the normal force. Various aspects of friction in molecula
thin liquid films, such as the peak stress in the line
response regime~the static friction!, the constant value of the
stress in the nonlinear-response regime~sliding or kinetic
friction! and the transition from static to kinetic friction
have previously been discussed in studies of differ
liquids.2,3,6,8,9,23–30These works often investigated frictio
force as a function of the load on the system. It has been
established that short linear chains, including those with
CH3 side group, and globular molecules, form layers para
to the confining surfaces and that the two surfaces cont
to remain separated by an integral number of molecular
ers during sliding. However, in most of the previous frictio
studies, a systematic study of the effect of quantized fi
thickness has not been discussed.
Downloaded 25 Jul 2001 to 130.126.103.150. Redistribution subject to A
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In this study, we present a systematic investigation of
effect of film thickness on the transition from static to kine
friction together with the effect of normal pressure. For th
purpose, we used globularly shaped molecules@octamethyl-
cyclotetrasiloxane,~OMCTS!# which form layers parallel to
the confining surfaces. It was thus possible, below a surf
separation of 10 molecular layers~ML !, to stabilize the two
surfaces separated by integral number of molecular laye

In an earlier report, we studied the frequency spectr
of OMCTS films in the linear-response regime at differe
film thickness and showed that these layers presen
frequency-dependent viscosity whenever the frequency
ceeded a critical frequency whose value diminished with
creasing film thickness, yet Newtonian responses provi
that the frequency was sufficiently low.23 The point of these
experiments was that in a linear-response regime, the e
librium structure of the film was weakly perturbed by th
applied shear, whereas significant structural changes
curred at large oscillation amplitudes. Thus, it was essen
to keep the oscillation amplitude small when probing by o
cillatory shear thesole effects of confinement on the vis
coelastic response. The linear response of molecularly
OMCTS films was studied systematically as a function
film thickness and oscillation frequency and the existence
a glass-like transition with increasing confinement w
shown.23

Here, we concentrate on oscillatory shear experime
where the shear rate was changed by changing the oscilla
amplitude at constant oscillation frequency.

II. EXPERIMENT

The experiments employed a surface forces appar
modified for oscillatory shear.31 A droplet of OMCTS was
confined between two atomically smooth curved surfaces
muscovite mica that had been glued onto silica cylind
whose axes were oriented perpendicular to each other.
radius of curvature of the silica lenses was'2 cm. Below a
surface separation of 10 ML~effective monolayers!, the glue
beneath each mica sheet flattened due to structural fo
acting normal to the surfaces, creating a parallel plate ge
etry. Surface separation was measured using multiple b
interference of white light reflecting between silver coat
back sides of mica surfaces. The sensitivity in the meas
ment of surface separation was'2–3 Å. For normal force
measurements, the bottom surface sat on a cantilever
spring having a spring constant of 923 N/m. Oscillato
shear was applied to the top surface using two piezoelec
bimorphs.

A sinusoidal voltage was applied to one of the bimorp
and the response was measured from the other. The resu
sinusoidal applied force,f (t)5 f 0 sinvt, divided by the total
spring constant of the systemkT , gave the displacement o
the top surface with respect to the bottom surface,x(t)
5x0 sinvt, wherex05 f 0 /kT . The parameterkT was calcu-
lated by modeling the system as having the device stiffn
in parallel with the series combination of glue and liquid,
described before.29 The velocity of top surface with respec
to the bottom one was thenv(t)5v0 cosvt where velocity
amplitudev05x0v. The effective strain amplitude was de
IP license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/jcpo/jcpcr.jsp
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fined as the ratio of deformation amplitude to the film thic
nessh, g5x0 /h, and the effective shear rate as the prod
of strain and the oscillation frequency,ġ5gv5v0 /h. ~We
distinguish between actual shear rate and effective shear
because the latter will exceed the former if the deformat
mechanism involves slip, i.e., if strain is not distributed h
mogeneously through the film.!

The resulting response at the second bimorph was m
sured by a lock-in amplifier and decomposed into in-ph
and out-of-phase components with respect to that when
surfaces were apart. The in-phase component of the resu
stress, normalized by strain, gave the storage modulus,G8.
Similarly the out-of-phase component gave the loss modu
G9.

OMCTS ~Fluka, purim grade! was used as received afte
control experiments showed similar behavior following fu
ther purification. Experiments were performed at 27 °C.
highly hygroscopic chemical, P2O5, was kept in the sealed
sample chamber throughout the experiment. The sample
left in the dry chamber atmosphere for a few hours bef
any measurements were done. Surface separation was
decreased slowly. All the data were taken in the direction
decreasing surface separation, so that the system was al
in the repulsive force regime, close to the peak of the os
latory structural forces. Because oscillatory force amplitu
increases with decreasing surface separation, below a su
separation of 4 ML it was possible to perform measureme
at different increasing values of normal forces while hav
the same number of molecular layers between the surfa
At larger separations the repulsive forces were weak, but
systems were transiently stable, long enough to make m
surements.

The contact diameter for the cases of smaller film thi
ness was calculated from the flattened tip of the interfere
fringes taking into account the lateral magnification of t
focusing mechanism. The accuracy in the measuremen
contact diameter was65 mm, resulting in considerable erro
bars in calculating normal pressure and shear stress at
face separations where the contact diameter was app
mately equal to or less than 5mm. In these instances w
calculated the contact diameter with respect to the meas
contact diameter of 40mm at the maximum applied norma
force of 3.81 mN, assuming a Hertzian contact. This is
reasonable assumption when one recalls that it is the
under the mica surfaces that deforms under the action
normal pressure. The assumption was also justified em
cally by the observation that these calculated contact di
eters were within65 mm of the measured values.

III. RESULTS

A. Viscoelasticity as a function of film thickness

In a linear-response regime, the equilibrium structure
the sample is weakly perturbed by the applied deformatio
but significant structural changes occur if the deformatio
are large. Thus, it is essential to keep the deformation am
tude small when studying thesoleeffects of confinement on
the viscoelastic response.5,23 Here we study the relation be
tween these linear-response effects and the accompan
Downloaded 25 Jul 2001 to 130.126.103.150. Redistribution subject to A
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responses of these same systems under large deforma
We show in Fig. 1 the linear viscoelastic response as a fu
tion of film thickness at two different oscillation frequencie

In Fig. 1, the storage modulusG8 and the loss modulus
G9 are plotted against the number of molecular layers
tween the confining surfaces at 10 Hz~top panel! and 250 Hz
~bottom panel! oscillation frequencies. The oscillation ampl
tude was 4 Å for the thickest films and decreased to 2 Å for
the thinnest. The linearity of response was confirmed
Fourier transforming the resulting stress wave forms and
checking the proportionality of the resulting stress amplitu
to the amplitude of the applied strain for even larger valu
of oscillation amplitude. The Fourier transforms showed
significant harmonic components. With increasing confin
ment, the linear response of OMCTS films went from p
dominantly viscous (G9.G8) to predominantly elastic (G8
.G9). The crossover film thickness for this transition d
pended on the oscillation frequency and increased with
creasing oscillation frequency. This indicated an increase
the largest relaxation time of the system with confinemen
discussed previously in detail.23 The crossover film thicknes
was 4 ML at 10 Hz, as shown in Fig. 1~top panel!. The
bottom panel indicates a crossover film thickness of appro
mately 9 ML at 250 Hz. The monotonic increase ofG8 and
G9 with decreasing film thickness started changing at 3 M
G8 leveled off andG9 decreased, resulting in significan
elasticity for 1 and 2 ML thick films for whichG8 was ap-
proximately an order of magnitude larger thanG9.

B. Transition from linear response „static friction … to
nonlinear response „kinetic friction …

The transition to nonlinear response with increasing
cillation amplitude also showed significant change at a fi
thickness of 3 ML as shown in Figs. 2–4. For the discuss
of nonlinear response, we will only present the data take
250 Hz oscillation frequency. The observations at other
cillation frequencies were similar in the film thickness ran
where the linear response showed significant elasticity
sign of nonlinearity is that the resulting stress wave fo

FIG. 1. Linear response of OMCTS films: The effective storage modu
G8 ~squares! and loss modulus,G9 ~circles! are plotted as a function of film
thickness expressed in number of molecular layers between the surface
Hz ~top panel!; 250 Hz ~bottom panel!.
IP license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/jcpo/jcpcr.jsp
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deviates from a pure sine wave and can be expressed
sum of odd-order harmonics.32 For the analysis of the non
linear response data and the calculation of in-phase and
of-phase components of the resulting stress, we concentr
for reasons of ease of analysis on the response at the fu
mental frequency. This is partially justified by the fact th
the dissipated energy is completely determined by the fun
mental frequency component.32,33

Figures 2–4 show forces and normalized forces~the
moduli, G8 and G9) as a function of oscillation amplitude
The data in Fig. 2 correspond to a 3 ML thick film and are
typical of even thicker films. In Figs. 3 and 4~Fig. 3 shows
the raw forces, Fig. 4 the normalized forces!, the data also
correspond to a 3 ML thick film, but under slightly larger
normal force. The panels of Fig. 3 and 4 represent 2
thick films at varying normal forces indicated in the figu
caption and Figs. 3~e! and 4~e!, the bottom panels, represen

FIG. 2. Gradual transition from linear to nonlinear response, typical of fi
of thickness 3 ML or more. The effective storage modulus,G8 ~squares! and
loss modulus,G9 ~circles! are plotted as a function of the deformatio
amplitude for a film of thickness 3 ML. The solid symbols were taken in
direction of decreasing oscillation amplitude, demonstrating reversib
without hysteresis.

FIG. 3. Discontinuous transition from linear to nonlinear response, typ
of films 3 ML or thinner. The elastic force,f 8 ~squares! and the dissipative
force, f 9 ~circles!, are plotted against deformation amplitude. The data re
in sequence from top to bottom, to~a! 3 ML thick film (n53) at a normal
force (Fn) of 0.40 mN,~b! n52, Fn50.58 mN,~c! n52, Fn50.75 mN,~d!
n52, Fn51.11 mN, ~e! n51, Fn53.81 mN. The dotted vertical line at a
deformation amplitude of 3 Å indicates the onset of deviations from con
stant values ofG8 andG9 in the linear response regime.
Downloaded 25 Jul 2001 to 130.126.103.150. Redistribution subject to A
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a single molecular layer of OMCTS between the confini
surfaces. Both in Fig. 2 and Figs. 3 and 4, the predomina
elastic linear response at small oscillation amplitud
switched to a predominantly viscous nonlinear response
large oscillation amplitudes. However, this transition f
films thicker than 3 ML was significantly different from tha
for thinner films. The thicker films showed a gradual tran
tion from linear to nonlinear response with increasing os
lation amplitude, as in Fig. 2. The solid symbols were tak
in the direction of decreasing oscillation amplitude and b
G8 and G9 values followed the data points taken in the d
rection of increasing oscillation amplitude.

The data in Figs. 3 and 4, corresponding to films hav
significant elasticity with thickness at or below 3 ML, sho
discontinuous transitions from linear to nonlinear respon
The discontinuity in the transition started at larger norm
forces at a film thickness of 3 ML. For these films, the r
sponse was also reversible when the oscillation amplit
was decreased from high to low values, but showed hys
esis in the transition region under the largest applied nor
forces. It has to be noted that the magnitude of the jump
oscillation amplitude was a function of the spring constant
bimorphs used to shear the upper surface. A larger sp
constant would result in a smaller jump in oscillation amp
tude at the transition, for obvious reasons. But the disco
nuity in G8 andG9 was independent of the spring consta
A discontinuous transition and reversibility with significa
hysteresis were previously observed for confined branc
molecules and for self-assembled monolayers on mica9,29

which led to the conclusion that sliding in the confined li
uids is the result of slippage along an interface. The use
OMCTS molecules, in the present study, allowed us
change the film thickness and the normal pressure contro
bly and to observe the onset of this discontinuous transi
with decreasing film thickness~increasing normal pressure!.

s

y

l

r,

FIG. 4. The data from Fig. 3 are normalized to give the effective stor
modulus,G8 ~squares! and loss modulus,G9 ~circles!, plotted against the
deformation amplitude. In both Figs. 3 and 4.
IP license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/jcpo/jcpcr.jsp
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C. Characteristic length scales in discontinuous
transitions

For all elastic structures showing discontinuous tran
tion in Figs. 3 and 4, shear forces increased in strictly lin
proportion to the deformation amplitude, provided that t
deformations were sufficiently small. Otherwise stated,
magnitudes of the storage and loss moduli were const
This linear-response region was observed below a defor
tion amplitude of 3 Å, as indicated by the dashed line
Figs. 3 and 4. This characteristic length in deformation a
plitude was associated with the onset of yield in the ela
structure and was independent of the film thickness and
normal pressure on the system. Beyond a deformation
plitude of 3 Å, the storage modulus decreased and the
modulus increased until the structure ruptured. The defor
tion amplitude at rupture is the second characteristic len
scale; this decreased with increasing normal pressure
shown in Fig. 5, and approached the deformation amplit
at the onset of yield.

D. Elastic stress at rupture „static friction …

The elastic and viscous forces are plotted in Fig. 6 a
function of deformation amplitude for the data in Figs. 3~d!
and 4~d!. In the linear-response region, force was prop
tional to the deformation amplitude giving a slope of 1 in t
log–log plot of Fig. 6. In the region of deformation amp
tudes between 3 Å~onset of yield! and rupture, the elastic
forces leveled off slightly due to the decreases inG8. Be-
cause stress is the product ofG8 and the deformation ampli
tude, the decrease inG8 was partly compensated by increa
in deformation amplitude. Therefore, the change in ela
force was not as clear as forG8 of Fig. 4. The peak elastic
force in the linear region~elastic force at rupture! was asso-
ciated with the static friction. This value increased linea

FIG. 5. The deformation amplitude at rupture for the data in Figs. 3 an
The dotted line corresponds to the one drawn in Figs. 3 and 4.

FIG. 6. The elastic and viscous forces for the data in Fig. 4~d!, plotted as a
function of deformation amplitude. We identify the peak elastic force in
linear response regime with the static friction.
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with the normal force as shown in Fig. 7~top panel!. How-
ever, calculation of a static friction coefficient from th
graph would be misleading due to increase in contact a
with increasing normal force.

The peak elastic stress~elastic force normalized by con
tact area! and the normal pressure~normal force normalized
by the contact area! were calculated using estimated conta
areas as described in Sec. II. To eliminate the effect of c
tact area in friction coefficient determination, we plot in Fi
7 ~bottom panel! the elastic stress at rupture against the n
mal pressure. Except for the data point at the maximum
plied pressure, elastic stress at rupture increased linearly
normal pressure. The dotted line is a linear fit to the data
gives a static friction coefficient of 0.44.

E. Viscous stress in sliding friction regime „kinetic
friction …

In the nonlinear sliding friction regime, viscous forc
dominated over the elastic force as seen in Fig. 6. At c
stant oscillation frequency, both elastic and viscous for
were nearly independent of deformation amplitude after
transition. This was attributed in earlier studies9,29 to sliding
along an interface. In the sliding friction regime, the veloc
is the critical parameter. Therefore, in discussion of non
ear response, we will concentrate on the dominating visc
shear forceFv as a function of peak velocityvmax, the prod-
uct of oscillation amplitude and frequency. Figure 8 sho
Fv as a function ofvmax for a 3 ML thick film at varying
normal forces. The normal force increased by 0.40 mN fr
the bottom to the top curve where the onset of discontinu
transition, as indicated by the arrow in Fig. 8, was observ
Within experimental accuracy, the transition from linear
nonlinear response was gradual for the lowest three curve
open symbols. For all the curves the response was linea
low velocities.Fv was proportional tovmax, giving a slope of
1 in the log–log plot. The deviation from a slope of 1 in
creased with increasing normal force as discussed in S
III C. After the transition, in the nonlinear response regim

4.

FIG. 7. Elastic force at the rupture point plotted as a function of norm
force for the data in Figs. 3 and 4~top panel!. Same data as in top pane
except that forces are normalized by contact area to give stress pl
against compressive pressure~bottom panel!.
IP license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/jcpo/jcpcr.jsp
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Fv was nearly independent of velocity. It is worth emphas
ing that, had the measurements been carried out at var
frequency, the data measured at different frequencies w
reduce on a velocity scale only provided that the deforma
amplitude greatly exceeded the film thickness. The crite
under which effective velocities~or shear rates! reduce data
measured in an oscillatory shear experiment have been
cussed elsewhere.8

The velocity-independent viscous shear force~stress! is
known as the limiting viscous shear force~stress!7 and is
associated with the kinetic friction. The data showi
gradual transitions in Fig. 8 show velocity-independent v
cous shear force within experimental accuracy. The disc
tinuous transition in Fig. 8 showed slight velocity depe
dence of viscous shear force in the nonlinear regime, w
slopes less than 0.1 on log–log plots. The limiting visco
shear force values that will be discussed below were de
mined by averaging the data points in the nearly flat port
of the curves. The significant deviations at the largest velo
ties, as shown in Fig. 6, will be discussed below.

The logarithm of the limiting viscous shear force is plo
ted in Fig. 9 ~top panel! as a function of the number o
molecular layers between the confining surfaces. The sc
of the data at 2 and 3 ML is due to values obtained at
ferent normal pressures. Limiting viscous force increased
ponentially with decreasing number of molecular layers. T
dotted line is a linear fit to the data and has a slope of 0
corresponding to an exponential decay length of 1 M
~0.44 ln 10!. This correlates quite well with the exponenti
decay length of the structural force oscillations normal to
confining surfaces.34 This is understandable because the d
were taken in the direction of decreasing film thickness, a
so the system was close to the peak of force oscillation
each film thickness. The same exponential decay length
the amplitude of oscillatory normal force and the limitin
shear force indicates a linear relationship between the no
force and the limiting viscous shear force. Indeed, Fig
~bottom panel! shows that this linear relationship holds qu
well for the data of Fig. 3, giving a slope of 0.14.

The limiting shear stress~the ratio of the shear force t
contact area! and the normal pressure~the ratio of the normal
force to contact area! were calculated using estimated conta

FIG. 8. Viscous force plotted as a function of peak velocity for a film
thickness 3 ML at various normal forces. The normal force increased
proximately 0.40 mN from the bottom to the top curve, at which point
onset of a discontinuous transition from stick to slip was observed, as
cated by the arrow.
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areas. The limiting shear stress was plotted in Fig. 10 aga
the normal pressure for the data of Fig. 8~bottom panel!. The
dashed line is a linear fit to the data also giving a slope
0.14 that is equal to the kinetic friction coefficient.

F. Upturn in the viscous shear force

The thinnest films under the largest normal forces in
cated an increase of the viscous shear force at the lar
velocities, as seen Fig. 6. Immediately after the disconti
ous transition where the response switched from being
dominantly elastic to predominantly viscous, both the v
cous and the elastic forces were nearly independent of
velocity. After a small peak, the elastic force decreas
sharply with increasing velocity in the region where the v
cous force started increasing. This upturn in the visco
shear force was not due to degradation of the surfaces o
molecules. The system returned reversibly back to the ela
structure with decreasing velocity. Similar behavior was p
viously observed with confined branched molecules
squalane.9,24,29Under extreme conditions of confinement a

p-

i-

FIG. 9. Semilogarithmic plot of the limiting viscous force against the fi
thickness, showing that the limiting viscous form increased exponenti
with decreasing film thickness. The dotted line is a linear fit to the d
giving an exponential decay length of 1 molecular diameter~top panel!. The
limiting viscous force for the data of Fig. 3 showing linearity with th
normal force~bottom panel!.

FIG. 10. The force data of Fig. 8 normalized by the contact area, the la
estimated assuming a Hertzian contact. With this normalization, limit
viscous stress is plotted against normal pressure. The dotted line is a l
fit giving a friction coefficient of 0.14.
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significant elasticity, it was even possible for the surfaces
jump from linear-response regime to the increasing force
gion in the nonlinear regime.24 Such behavior was accompa
nied by strong hysteresis and significant stress fluctuation
the reverse direction.

IV. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS

In the present experimental study of lubricated friction
a model system, we have systematically investigated the
fect of lubricating film thickness on both the linear and t
nonlinear oscillatory shear response of the confined m
ecules, and related these to static and kinetic friction coe
cients of the system. Since this work was completed25 we
have learned of another recent study that addressed s
aspects of this problem~especially the pressure dependen
of friction!.35 It is difficult to make a quantitative compariso
because very large sliding velocities were invariably
volved in that study, so that shear stresses had to be infe
from patterns of stick-slip motion during the course of sl
ing, though these may also be influenced by spring stiffn
of the experimental device.35 Here we have focused instea
on very small deformation amplitudes in order to exam
explicitly the transition between the static and kinetic stat

The nature of the transition from static to kinetic frictio
is surely directly related to the structure of the confined fi
at rest, and this structure at rest can be probed by l
amplitude vibrations. The resulting linear response, as sh
in Fig. 1, showed a monotonic increase in the elasticity~stor-
age modulus,G8) of the confined film with decreasing film
thickness. The crossover from predominantly viscous to p
dominantly elastic response with decreasing film thickn
depended on the oscillation frequency. The crossover
thickness decreased with decreasing oscillation freque
The reciprocal of the angular oscillation frequency at cro
over is a measure of the longest relaxation time of the m
ecules at the crossover film thickness. The data of Fig
indicate a relaxation time of'16 ms for a 4 MLthick film
and a relaxation time of'0.6 ms for a 9 MLthick film. The
linear response was predominantly elastic below the cr
over film thickness, because the film was sheared faster
it could relax. The loss modulusG9 showed a peak at a film
thickness of approximately 3 ML for a large range of osc
lation frequencies~0.25–250 Hz!.23 Below a film thickness
of 3 ML, G8 was an order of magnitude larger thanG9
indicating the formation of significantly elastic equilibrium
structure.

Interpretation of the origins and nature of enhanced e
ticity in confined simple fluids has long been debated.3,8,35,36

In a separate study, we have recently studied molecul
thin OMCTS films as a function of film thickness and osc
lation frequency23 and showed that the longest relaxati
time in linear response measurements increased by over
orders of magnitude with decreasing film thickness, bel
the film thickness of 8 ML. The superposition of the fr
quency spectra taken at different film thickness sugge
two sets of widely separated relaxation times and the in
pretation of a glass-like transition. Based on only nonlin
measurements,35,36 the origin of elasticity has also been a
tributed to a liquid-to-solid phase transition. A definitiv
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resolution of the apparent discrepancy does not seem
sible at this point, but it is our view that measurements
linear responses are most appropriate for the purpose of m
ing inferences about the equilibrium structure of a confin
film.

In the present experiments, the transition from linear
nonlinear response was evidently associated with signific
changes in the structure of the confined molecules. This t
sition ~which occurred with increasing deformation amp
tude! was gradual and reversible without hysteresis down
a film thickness of 3 ML~Fig. 2!. With increasing normal
force at 3 ML ~onset of significant elasticity in the linea
response data of Fig. 1!, the nature of the transition switche
to being discontinuous~Figs. 3 and 4!; and the transition was
still reversible, but hysteretic. Although the linear respon
of the system crossed over to being predominantly elasti
a film thickness of 9 ML at 250 Hz, no change in the natu
of the transition from linear to nonlinear response was
served down to a film thickness of 3 ML. It would be mi
leading to conclude an abrupt change in the equilibri
structure of the confined film, with decreasing film thickne
based only on the data of Figs. 2–4. As shown in Fig. 8,
transition from linear to nonlinear response switched fro
being gradual to discontinuous at a film thickness of 3 M
with increasing normal force.

Based on computer simulations3,14 and on the similarity
of observed nonlinear response of significantly elastic O
CTS films to that of confined branched molecules and s
assembled monolayers on mica,9,29 we conclude that the
mechanism of transition from linear to nonlinear respon
was slippage along an interface. Globular OMCTS m
ecules form layers parallel to the confining surfaces and
interface between these layers form well-defined slip plan
Strong interaction of the molecules with the mica surfa
decreases the probability of slip at the solid boundary co
pared to inner slip planes and the two layers interacting
rectly with the two mica surfaces can be considered as
mobilized. Then, for films equal to 3 ML or thicker, there a
two or more interfaces between layered molecules that
accommodate slippage. The distribution of shear stres
two or more slip planes results in small displacements
each slip plane~discretization of uniform velocity profile a
the slip planes! and a gradual transition from linear to non
linear response. A similar gradual transition and localiz
slip at shear bands during nonlinear shear response were
served in liquid lubricants under pressure.37 In that study of
thick lubricant films, the number of shear bands increa
with shear rate from as few as one at the onset of nonlin
response until the shear region was filled with bands. N
that in our molecularly thin films, number of slip planes we
limited by the number of interfaces between molecular lay
~only two slip planes at a film thickness of 3 ML!.

The observation of the onset of discontinuous transit
with increasing normal force at a film thickness of 3 M
suggests the role of the in-plane structure of the intermed
layer, which lacked time to relax during the period of th
deformation. The transition from linear to nonlinear respon
was then associated with rupture of this elastic structure
resulted in a predominantly viscous response in the nonlin
IP license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/jcpo/jcpcr.jsp
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region. As the structure yielded the elastic strength decrea
and the film could not support the applied shear force
more. The apparatus itself~the piezoelectric bimorphs use
to shear the upper surface! could not support this force ei
ther, and the surfaces jumped to larger relative displacem
~larger velocities at constant oscillation frequency!.

Two qualitatively different forms of force–velocity rela
tion were also obtained in a theoretical study of a mode
which an elastic block slides on a flat substrate with a sin
monolayer of lubricant molecules separating the block fr
the substrate.38,39 The gradual transition without hysteres
was associated with a two-dimensional fluid state of
monolayer while a solid state pinned by the substrate
sulted in a critical stress to start sliding, discontinuity in sl
ing velocity, and hysteresis. A general explanation for h
teresis was given in terms of different critical velocities f
the formation and rupture of pinned elastic islands.40

The in-plane structure of the confined film also plays
role in the observed characteristic length scales of Fig. 5.
deformation amplitude at the onset of yield being constan
3 Å independent of film thickness and normal force sugge
that it should be specific to OMCTS molecules. Consider
that OMCTS molecules have a diameter of;9 Å, the elastic
response below a deformation amplitude of 3 Å should cor-
respond to tumbling motion of an OMCTS molecule in t
potential well formed by two underlying molecules.

Long ago, Frenkel41 suggested a simple way to estima
the force to produce a shear displacement of two plane
atoms over one another. In this now well-known analysis42

the lattice becomes unstable at a shear displacement ofp
'0.16. A regular lattice packing is not required to rea
shear instability, however; it is now known that disorde
arrangements of granular materials, and molecular glasse
well, display similar shear instability, as anticipated by t
pioneering ideas of Reynolds43 on shear-induced dilation
When one considers that the characteristic dimension of
OMCTS molecule studied here was'9 Å, it is quite pro-
vocative to conclude that the critical strain of 3/9'0.3 was
so close to the expectation from these simple ideas.

The approach to the constant value of deformation a
plitude at yield with increasing normal force indicate i
creasing rigidity of the confined system, and yield by a p
cess that more nearly approaches the yield of a relativ
well-ordered single layer of confined molecules.

The increase in the contact area with increasing nor
force has been shown to contribute significantly to the m
sured increase of elastic force at rupture. After normaliz
the friction force and the normal force by the contact ar
the static friction coefficient was found to be 0.44 and kine
friction coefficient to be 0.14. In other words, the elas
force needed to rupture the system increased more rap
with applied pressure than did the viscous force neede
shear it at high speed. This difference between the static
kinetic friction coefficients is what makes the discontinuo
transition from static to kinetic friction critical in boundar
lubrication. Because of the sudden decrease in the fric
force at the start-up of motion, the surfaces jump to lar
displacements with respect to each other. This might deg
the system, especially the confining solid surfaces, in tim
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After the transition from static to kinetic friction, viscou
shear force dominated over the elastic force and both w
nearly independent of the velocity. This velocity
independent stress region may correspond to sliding of
surface-immobilized layers on top of each other. The ela
component remained significant until very large velocitie
The decrease of the elastic stress and the increase o
viscous stress at the largest velocities would then be du
rupture of the elastic structure in the immobilized laye
Such upturn in the viscous stress was also typical for c
fined branched molecules.29,30 Not only the saturation of the
viscous shear stress at a constant value, but also the ons
increase in the shear stress at the largest shear rates
been observed in many different systems such as polym5

colloids,21 lubricants under pressure,7 and worm-like
micelles.18,19 Though different mechanisms are responsi
in the molecular scale for different systems, slippage is co
mon to them.

For simple liquids with regularly shaped molecules, t
structural force profile as a function of surface separation
be described as an exponentially decaying cosine func
with a decay length and periodicity equal to the mean m
lecular diameter.34,44The limiting shear force also showed a
exponential dependence on the number of molecular lay
as shown in Fig. 9~top panel!, with a decay length of one
molecular diameter. This implies a linear relationship b
tween the limiting shear force and the normal force, provid
that the system is close to the peak of force oscillations. T
was the case in our measurements, because the mea
ments were done in the direction of decreasing surface s
ration ~increasing normal force!. Figure 9 ~bottom panel!
shows the linearity between the limiting viscous shear fo
and the normal force. The linearity also holds when t
forces are normalized by the contact area, as seen in Fig
giving a well-defined kinetic friction coefficient.

In summary, the close relationship between the mic
scopic structure in the lubricating film and the macrosco
frictional behavior of a model lubricated system was inve
tigated in this study. The formation of elastic structure b
tween the confining surfaces not only changed the transi
from gradual to discontinuous, but also affected the deform
tion amplitude necessary for the transition. The fricti
showed well-defined dependence on the film thickness,
normal force and the normal pressure.
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